As of the July 1, 2010 the 6th edition of the APA Publication Manual is the standard for all term papers, theses, and dissertations in CSICS’ International Affairs & Intercultural Education Department. This brief guide reviews and illustrates some of the most used APA features, highlights some of the most common errors students make, and notes the few differences between APA form and style and that required by IA&IE. The justification for these differences has to do with the function of the APA Manual and that of the IA&IE form and style guide.

The APA Publication Manual is intended primarily as a guide for authors submitting articles to journals using that standard. After receiving authors’ manuscripts, publishers reformat them for final publication. However, Biola publishes students’ theses and dissertations exactly as they are submitted. Hence, the AI&IE’s minor modifications to the APA form and style are intended to create a more attractive and readable publication. When submitting articles for publication, students should consult the journal’s instructions to authors for form and style requirements. The notable differences between APA 6th and CSICS form and style standard are:

1. Single space entries in the Reference List but double-space between them.
2. Single space and indent blocked quotes of 40 words or longer.
3. IA&IE allows the author’s full first name and middle initial (if available) in a Reference List, while APA requires only initials for an author’s first name. Some journals (including EMS) require full first names.
4. While the new APA standard is two spaces after the punctuation mark at the end of a sentence, the IA&IE standard remains one space.¹

Those familiar with the 5th edition of the APA Publications Manual should note the following changes:

1. The heading style is simplified. (See 3.03 in the Publications Manual.)
2. The retrieval date for documents obtained online is now unnecessary.
3. The two-letter Postal Service abbreviation for the state is required for all U.S. cities.

¹ APA’s new “double space rule” has generated a lot of discussion in academic circles. The Chicago Manual still requires only one space and MLA recommends one space. Many universities are retaining the single space rule. IA&IE’s decision to retain the single space rule is based on the same principle as that for other exceptions to the APA standard. Chelsea writes concerning the new double space rule, “The key aspect APA is addressing is readability in the manuscript format (vs. published journal format, online format, etc.)” (http://blog.apastyle.org/apastyle/2009/07/on-two-spaces-following-a-period.html). The single space rule makes sense for IA&IE because thesis and dissertation students are producing the final published format of their document.
Common Mistakes

This section lists corrections for common errors in each category and provides examples of properly formatted Reference List entries for each set of common errors.

Punctuation

Space once after punctuation marks at the end of sentences and once after:

- Commas, colons, and semicolons;
- Periods that separate parts of a reference citation; and
- Periods of the initials in personal names (e.g., A. A. Milne).

*Exception*: Do not space after internal periods in abbreviations (e.g., i.e., U.S.) or around colons and ratios. Do not space before a colon in a sentence or when introducing a list.

The following reminders apply specifically to entries in a Reference List:

- Include a comma between the initials (or name) and Jr.
- When listing authors in a reference entry, always use an ampersand (&) for and.
- An ampersand is always necessary before the final name in a multiple-author entry.
- Always put a comma between the initial (or name) and the ampersand.
- An initial should always be followed by a period.
- Always write out page numbers in full (e.g., 267-276).
- The date should always be in parentheses.
- Always end the element with a period (*Exception*: If the element ends with a doi or url, do not end it with a period unless the doi or url ends in a period.)

*Example:*

Capitalization

The following reminders apply specifically to entries on a Reference or Bibliography page:

- Always capitalize the first letter of the first word of a title and a subtitle. Subsequent words should be capitalized only if they are proper nouns.
- The abbreviation for editor (Ed.) should always be capitalized and enclosed in parentheses.

*Example:*

Publication Information

The following reminders apply specifically to entries on a Reference List:

- Include the official two-letter U.S. Postal Service abbreviation for the state when referencing U.S. locations.
• “If the publisher is a university and the name of the state or province is included in the name of the university, do not repeat the name in the publisher location” (APA 6th, chapter 6, section 6.30).
• Publication locations outside the U.S. should include both the city and country name.
• When citing a publication location outside the U.S.A., spell out the country name.

Examples:


Journals
The following reminders apply specifically to entries in a Reference List:

• The volume number is always italicized.
• The journal title and volume number should be separated by a comma.
• The title, volume & issue numbers, and page numbers should all be separated by commas – not periods.
• The journal title should be italicized.
• Journal and magazine article titles should not be italicized.
• The year should precede the month and day.

Example:

Miscellaneous
The following reminders apply specifically to entries on a Reference or Bibliography page:

• Multiple entries with the same author should be in ascending order by year of publication (e.g., 1987 followed by 1989, etc).
• Editors’ names in a “chapter in a book” reference should be first name then last name.

Example:

Sample Reference List
The following is an example of a correctly formatted Reference List using both APA 6th and the IA&IE guidelines.
(Sample) Reference List


Sample Title Page²

10-12 WORD TITLE IN ALL CAPITAL LETTERS, CENTERED BETWEEN MARGINS

DOUBLE SPACED IF MORE THAN ONE LINE

IN INVERTED PYRAMID STYLE

A Dissertation
Presented to
the Faculty of the School of Intercultural Studies
Biola University

In Partial Fulfillment
of the Requirements for the Degree
Doctor of Philosophy (or) Doctor of Missiology

by
John Doe Smith (name as it will appear on the degree)

December 2007 (month and year of degree conferment)

² The easiest way to do the title page is to use a 2” top margin and type in your title at the top margin as noted below. Use a 1” bottom margin and type in the month and year, your name, and the word by as shown below at the bottom margin. Then center the rest of the text between those two sections, as shown. The dividing lines should be exactly 2 inches in length and be at least a double space above and below the text (can be more but the spacing above and below each line should be the same). All text (including the dividing lines) should be centered between the right and left margins, not between the edges of the paper.